
 

 

JAMESON SEATING HOTELS 

Jameson Seating have been producing  

comfortable and robust furniture for the Hotel and 

 hospitality market for over 30 years. 

Our products range from bedroom furniture to 

Lounge and restaurant furnishings. 

We have carried out many hotel projects for  Hilton, 

Marriott, Metropole and Hand-picked Hotels to name 

a few. 

We at Jameson seating pride ourselves on the level of 

customer service and our ability to cater for all our 

clients needs. 

 

For any enquiries feel free to contact- 

 

keith@jamesonseating.co.uk 

 

Or 

 

sean@jamesonseating.co.uk 

mailto:keith@jamesonseating.co.uk
mailto:sean@jamesonseating.co.uk


 

 

LOUNGE AND DINING 

With hundreds of fabrics to choose from, 

we at Jameson Seating are always  

developing our products to meet the  ever 

changing demands of this sector. 

New models and Adaptations of existing 

models are frequently added to our website 

which you can view by clicking below - 

 

Www.jamesonseating.co.uk 

 

 

DINING CHAIRS 

At Jameson Seating we have a wide and varied  

selection of dining chairs. 

By Clicking on the link below you can see the many  

models that we can supply with polishing and fabric to suit 

your needs. 

 

www.jamesonseating.co.uk/furniture/dining-chairs/ 

http://www.jamesonseating.co.uk/
http://www.jamesonseating.co.uk/furniture/dining-chairs/


 

 

BOUTIQUE COLLECTION 

 

The furniture, cushions and curtains that we can pro-

duce at Jameson Seating are grand enough for any  

setting. 

 

Re-upholstering existing furniture or providing new. At 

Jameson's we have so many varying styles of furniture 

that we can produce for any period setting. 

 

 



SOFA BED OPTIONS 



RE-UPHOLSTERY OPTION 

 

WHY CHOOSE RE-UPHOLSTERY? 

 

We visit many sites where the furniture is still robust and the frames strong 

but the upholstery is either looking dated or tired. 

 

Clearing out the old and  replacing for new doesn't have to be the only an-

swer when refurbishing your hotels. 

 

At Jameson seating we have a skilled team of upholsterers who can breath 

new life into old tired pieces which  can on occasions help reduce the costs. 

 

Re– Upholstery enquiries please contact - 

 

keith@jamesonseating.co.uk 

 

sean@jamesonseating.co.uk 

 

david@jamesonseating.co.uk 

mailto:keith@jamesonseating.co.uk
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